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SPECIFICATION
. Assembled dimension : 129 x 68 x 147 cm
. Max. user weight : 180 kg
. N.W. / G.W. : 65.5 / 70.5 kg
. 20” / 40” container loading : 46 / 102
. Frame:  Durable steel frame with rust-resistant powder 
  coating to guarantee safe and stable use.
. Pedals / Crank: 3-piece forged crank with sealed bearings 
  accepts any bike pedal, wide foot pedals fitting all sizes.
. Resistance Levels: 20
. Min. / Max. Watts : 30 / 400 watts

PRODUCT FEATURES 
. Easy access across design.
. Handlebars : The ProMaster Upright Bike features 
  custom-designed handlebars with integrated contact 
  Heart Rate system and elbow rests for maximum 
  comfortable experience. 
. The unique design of storage rack and water bottle 
  holder are extremely useful.
. Seat cushion is fabricated in durable and high density 
  material which provides a vent for most comfortable use.
. A lowest start-up RPM.
. The C.I.M (computer Integrated Manufacturing ) 
  technology integrated with iPad / iPhone & Any Google 
  Android (Version2.0 or above) mobile phone (Optional). 
. Integrated computer PAD or cell phone power port 
  provides convenient charging function. 
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MONITOR
. A lowest start-up RPM.
. The C.I.M. (computer Integrated Manufacturing)
  technology integrated with iPad / iPhone / ipod touch
  and Android pad / phone with Proteus fitness
  equipments to provide a digitized
  platform showing workout result & personal health
  management on the screen, once all the data
  digitization that allows end user observe the workout
  data and results more easily & user does not need to
  exercise for no purpose. Computer Pad integration are
  becoming mainstream market, concerning the issue of
  user friendly, price competition, environmental
  consciousness, the new app integration does replace
  the functionality of the traditional Panel on the Fitness
  equipments and provids the users wonderful and whole
  new experience by using Proteus ProMaster series.
. Integrated computer PAD or cell phone power port
  provides convenient charging function.


